
Does the 349KLX have a unit lock out feature?

Locking the Weight Measuring Unit 
The weight measuring unit can be locked to only measure in KG or LB. Follow the procedures 
below to lock the weight measuring unit.

KG Lock Instructions
1. Press the ON button to turn the scale on. Wait for “0.0” to appear on the display.
2. Press and hold the lb./kg button so that KG icon is displayed and continue holding the lb./kg 

button for approximately 10 seconds.
3. When the KG icon flashes, release the lb./kg button. The KG weight measuring unit is now 

locked.

LB Lock Instructions
Note: To lock in LB weight mode, you must follow the instructions above to lock in KG weight 
mode first.
1. Once the scale is locked in KG mode, press and hold the lb./kg button for approximately 10 

seconds until the LB icon flashes. 
2. When the LB icon flashes, release the lb./kg button. The LB weight measuring unit is now 

locked.

Unlocking the Weight Measuring Unit 
Note: If your scale is locked in KG mode, you must first follow the instructions above to lock into 
LB mode, and then begin the disabling instructions below.
1. Press the ON button to turn the scale on. Wait for “0.0” to appear on the display.
2. Press and hold the lb./kg button until LB and KG icons both flash. When LB and KG are flashing, 

release the lb./kg button. The weight measuring unit is now unlocked; pressing the lb./kg 
button will allow user to toggle between LB and KG. 
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What type of batteries does the 349KLX use?
The current version of the 349KLX uses six AA batteries. Models with a date code of DC5016 and 
earlier use one 9V battery.

Can the display head on a 349KLX be replaced?
The display head on models with a date code with the last two digits higher than 16 can be 
replaced. To purchase a replacement display head, contact your medical supply distributor and 
order item # DISPLAY349. The display head on models with a date code lower than DC5016 cannot 
be replaced. 
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Is there a replacement power adapter for the 349KLX?
The power adapter on models with a date code with the last two digits higher than 07 can be 
replaced. To purchase a replacement power adapter, contact your medical supply distributor and 
order item #ADPT40.

How much weight is needed to calibrate the 349KLX?
400 pounds of certified weights are required and employed in 50 / 100 / 200 / 400 lbs increments.

What are the platform dimensions of the 349KLX?
12 1/2” (w) x 12” (d) x 1 7/8” (h)/318mm (w) x 305mm (d) x 48mm (h)

Does the 349KLX have an auto off feature?

Auto-Off Function
As an energy saving feature, the scale automatically powers off after 2 minutes of inactivity. This 
function is enabled by default. 

Disable Auto-Off
1. While the scale is powered off, press and hold the lb./kg button.
2. While holding the lb./kg button, press the ON button to power the scale on.
3. “349” will briefly appear on the display followed by “A-OF” and then “0.0” lb appears.
4. Release the lb./kg and ON button.
5. Auto-off is now disabled, and the scale will remain on until the scale is manually powered off

Enable Auto-Off
1. While the scale is powered off, press and hold the lb./kg button.
2. While holding the lb./kg button, press the ON button to power the scale on.
3. “349” will briefly appear on the display, followed by “0.0” lb.
4. Release the lb./kg and ON button.
5. Auto-off is now enabled.
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Does the 349KLX have a low battery indicator?
The 349KLX will display the word "LO" when it is time to replace the batteries.
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What is the warranty on the 349KLX?
The warranty on the 349KLX is a 2 year manufacturer limited warranty.


